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SUE FOLEY

Pinky's Blues

By Art Tipaldi
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ack in the early 1990s, Canadian
born Sue Foley burst on the blues
scene with her 1992 debut release,
Young Girl Blues, on the Antone’s label. Her
journey from Ottawa to Austin and Clifford
Antone laid the foundation of her style and
sensibilities. Foley came to American blues
growing up in Ottawa in the 1980s. When
she was 13, Foley and her friends started off
into the punk rock scene. From there it was
a short leap into the early British invasion
music like the Rolling Stones and Yardbirds.
Then it became blues. To Foley, growing up
in Canada, there weren’t many role models
for a girl guitarist growing up. There was
Bonnie Raitt and perhaps a few others. At
the same time, Foley discovered the music
of the pre-war icon, Memphis Minnie.
At 18, she moved west to Vancouver
and saw Austin’s Angela Strehli sing. Foley
took a chance and sent off a demo tape to
Clifford Antone. When Antone heard her
earthy “Gone Blind,” he phoned Canada
looking for her. Antone felt that Foley had
the feeling and Austin in 1990 would be the
right place to mold her musical spirit. There
her association with Austin blues divas
Strehli, Marcia Ball, and Lou Ann Barton
showed her what a confident woman could
attain. She also sat in Antone’s audience and
absorbed first-hand lessons from the masters
of the genre.
In 1997, parenting became Foley’s
sole mission. After she released New Used
Car in 2006, Foley took herself off the
road to raise her son. Her only recordings
and tours during that period were the 2010
and 2012 efforts with Peter Karp. Once her
son reached adulthood, Foley revisited her
Austin haunts and, in 2018, recorded The Ice
Queen. That record reintroduced herself to
the Blues World as one of 2019’s best

blues recordings and set the stage for her
subsequent 2020 Blues Music Award as the
Koko Taylor Traditional Female Artist.
Currently, Foley has just released
Pinky’s Blues, which honors her guitar,
Pinky, and a host of cover songs that resonate
within Foley.
Art Tipaldi: Can you tell our readers about
the blues scene in Canada, specifically as
you were growing up in Ottawa, Edmonton,
and Vancouver?
Sue Foley: When I was growing up in
Ottawa, there was a pretty vibrant scene and
a lot of musicians playing blues. The cool
thing is that there were a lot of acts coming
up from Chicago. So the first act I ever saw
play blues in a club was James Cotton out of
Chicago. And that was when I was 15. That
concert changed my life and made me decide
I would be a blues player. It was such a huge
impact on me. But in Ottawa, there were a
lot of musicians. Some I still keep in touch
with. There’s a band called MonkeyJunk
who’ve done pretty well touring in the States
as well as Canada. Their guitar player, Tony
D, was the first guy that gave me my first
blues guitar lessons. And Tony was great. He
was a few years older than me, and he taught
me the most valuable lesson, which is how to
pick things up off records and teach myself.
So I’m forever in his debt for that.
In Vancouver and Edmonton, it was
about the same. There were a lot of clubs
at the time, there were a lot of players, and
there were a lot of bands coming up from
the States playing in Canada. So we were
exposed to a lot of those guys and got to meet
a lot of them and women I should say, but it
was just a really vibrant scene all around.
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Art Tipaldi: What came first, the guitar or the blues.
Sue Foley: The guitar came first. I was raised in a family of guitar players. I have three
older brothers who played guitar and my dad played guitar. So the guitar was, you might
say, our family instrument. My father played Celtic music, traditional Irish, and country
music. And my brothers all played rock and roll. So the curious thing about that is that my
older brothers were into bands like ZZ Top, Led Zeppelin, Eric Clapton, and Deep Purple.
Now, when I look back, that’s all blues-based stuff, and I realized I’ve been hearing blues
since the time I was a kid. It was just played by hard rock, mostly British artists.
Art Tipaldi: As a girl exploring the guitar during the 1980s, who were the women
guitarists you could look to for inspiration?
Sue Foley: The first female guitar player I ever saw was Charo. And Charo, of course,
is famous for being a great comedian and sort of a bubbly, blonde, outrageous character
that you would see on variety shows back in the ‘70s and ‘80s. But what struck me about
Charo is that when she picked up her guitar, she showed this other side to her personality.
And I remember being completely transfixed by Charo. So she is the number one from the
time I was a child. And I’m sure I saw her when I was very young and seeing role models
is really important. So another one I saw was Leona Boyd who’s a Canadian classical
guitar player. And she was also on a lot of TV shows in Canada.
Others were Nancy Wilson of Heart, Suzi Quatro, who of course is the great
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bass player who was on Happy Days. And after that rollout, it was one after another.
And then when you finally got to the late ‘80s or ‘90s, it’s Bonnie Raitt. And then after
Bonnie, it seemed like the scene just exploded. And there were just women guitar players
everywhere. I attribute that to Bonnie’s success because Bonnie broke out in such a huge
way and she was playing that slide and it just had so much soul and style and I think the
world was just ready for it by then. I think it was Bonnie Raitt and Jennifer Batten who
really probably put females in guitar on the map.
Art Tipaldi: What did those women teach you about the instrument?
Sue Foley: The women I saw playing guitar taught me that there’s a feminine perspective
to playing the instrument, but I think they just taught me that it was okay to do it and it
was good to do it and it was the right thing to do, basically, that I could do it too.
As far as technique and approach goes, I find across the board, that’s almost an
individual experience. Some men play with a feminine style. Some women play very
aggressively and masculine or what we would consider masculine style. But there’s an
individual approach that everybody has that’s his or her own. And I guess from all the
women I’d see playing guitar, all it really taught me was that I could do it, too, and that
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there was a place for me in that culture.
Art Tipaldi: From a blues perspective, explain the influence of early Chess Records, the
Stones, and others.
Sue Foley: From a blues perspective, I think the early Chess Records is almost like the
Bible. If you want to learn to play blues in a modern sense, that’s your foundation. You
can obviously reach back to Mississippi blues and Delta blues, but that’s a whole different
dialogue. If you actually just want to play modern blues guitar or any instrument, those
foundational elements are all in Chess Records, from Little Walter to Muddy Waters to Bo
Diddley to everybody. The foundational parts that you need to know are there. And there
are great songs. It’s the Bible really. It’s not to say other labels didn’t put out great music.
Obviously, they did. Vanguard or Duke or so many great labels that put out blues records,
but there is something about Chess Records. Those Chess Records’ songs, albums, and
artists that really defined what modern blues turned into and what really hasn’t changed
in the last 50 or 60 years. The way we approach it, as a traditional blues artist, is almost
exactly the same.
As far as The Rolling Stones go, they were the band that hipped me to Chess
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Records. So I owe them a huge debt.
I grew up with The Rolling Stones,
not with them actually, but I grew up
listening to them. And they were the
ones that led me to artists like Muddy
Waters and Little Walter. So that just
opened up a whole Pandora’s box and
changed my life really.

ERIC BIBB
DEAR AMERICA

Grammy-nominated blues
veteran Eric Bibb takes
the pulse of these febrile
times while returning to his
songwriter roots in his new
album, Dear America.

Art Tipaldi: Tell our readers how you
came to Austin and Clifford Antone.
Sue Foley: It was Clifford Antone who
brought me to Austin. I was 21 years
old, and I’d been touring on the road
already a couple of years. By that time,
I had been gigging since I was 16. I
already felt like I had pretty good road
legs. When Clifford and I met, it was
at the W.C. Handy Blues Awards, (the
W.C. Handy Blues Awards are now the
Blues Music Awards). And I remember
meeting Clifford. I knew who he was.
I already knew all about Austin. Austin
PHOTOGRAPHY © JIM HARTZELL
was very famous at the time. The sound
coming out of Austin was a whole new blues sound, which when you think about that, it’s
pretty astounding, that a new sound was created in the ‘80s, but it was, and it came out of
Texas.
So I was very familiar with it, and I really, really, really wanted to go to Texas, to
Austin. So when I met Clifford Antone, he asked me to send him a demo tape. He’d already
heard about me from Angela Strehli, who we met on tour a couple of times. And it was
Angela Strehli, the great singer, who I love so much, who told Clifford about me. Clifford
invited me down when he heard my demo tape. And that was it. I stayed with him. I lived
at his house for, God, I think over a year. And he put me onstage with everybody who came
through the club.
At that time, the people that came through the club were the top-tier blues acts, the
top in the world, Albert Collins, Buddy Guy, Earl King, Jimmy Rogers, Pinetop Perkins,
Luther Tucker, Matt “Guitar” Murphy Hubert Sumlin, and I could go on and on and on.
It was the best and the greatest experience. I saw everything at that club. He’d let us into
every show. And he also made sure we all played together, and we all played with these
older artists.
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So Clifford just completely changed
my life. He was my mentor. And I think
about him all the time. And I try to carry
his philosophy forward and pay forward
what he taught us and what he gave us,
which was the passion for this music and
the feeling like we have to carry it forward.
And we have to help people remember
who these artists were, like Howlin’ Wolf,
Muddy, and Memphis Minnie. You just
have to keep those names in people’s
ears. That’s what I’m doing out here. Of
course, I have my own message to give
too, because that’s part of the journey. But
we constantly respect these giants. They
mean so much.
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“Roger Chapman has
one of the great voices
in rock & roll.”
All Music

ROGER CHAPMAN
LIFE IN THE POND
RUF 1287

Art Tipaldi: What were the most
important things you learned about the
guitar singing or the blues sitting in the
Antone’s audience?
Sue Foley: I think the most important
thing I learned about the blues sitting in
PHOTOGRAPHY © JIM HARTZELL
the audience at the Antone’s nightclub
was just the power of the music and the
power of the message. How each artist has his or her own story and the heart of the story is
really what you’re looking for. And that story is your message as you feel, as your vibe is
everything, but the sheer energy of this music and the way it lifted my soul and spirit and
got the audience involved. It’s just a magical experience. That’s all I can say. And those
years, I wouldn’t sell those years for anything.
Art Tipaldi: What was the importance of seeing women like Marsha Ball, Angela Strehli,
Lou Ann Barton performing in Antone’s?
Sue Foley: When I first got to Austin, I obviously was already aware of Angela Strehli and
Lou Ann Barton’s album, Read My Lips, had come out maybe a year or so before that and
we all loved that album so much. And I think just shortly after I got to town, they finished
the album Dreams Come True, that was Angela, Marsha, and Lou Ann. And Sarah Brown
was also on that album. So I was aware of all these women, and there were also women
who ran the Antone’s record label. There were a lot of women around, and Clifford Antone
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loved women. And these women,
especially the women musicians that I
saw, these singers and artists I saw were
very strong and very powerful. So I was
struck by being in the presence of their
energy and their power.
Shortly after I got there, they put us out
on the road on this tour called Antone’s
Women. They released a compilation
album with all our work. It was Lou
Ann Barton, Tony Price, Lavelle White,
Barbara Lynn, Angela Strehli, Sarah
Brown, and me. But that was a great
experience for me. I was just awestruck
by them. And I was rooming with Lou
Ann Barton and carrying Barbara Lynn’s
guitar and watching them play every
night. And it was bliss. I respect every one
of those women so much. And I looked up
to them and it meant everything to be out
there with them.
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Art Tipaldi: What was the effect that
discovering Memphis Minnie had on you
then and today?

Sue Foley: Memphis Minnie also changed my life. I discovered her when I was 16 years
old. At the time, I was buying a lot of blues records, or I was looking for blues records to
buy. There weren’t a whole lot of blues records to buy at the time because the blues bin was
always the smallest bin in the back of the store that you had to look for. And they’d get the
odd record in, the odd new record here and there. So each week I would go downtown with
the little bit of money I would earn, and I would find a blues record. One week it would
be a Freddie King record. I’d take it home and the whole week I would absorb it. The next
week or the week after I would go and I’d find another record and maybe it would be a
T-Bone Walker or a B.B. King.
I went down the line, getting all these great artists, and I just will never forget the
moment I reached into that bin and I pulled out this Memphis Minnie record and it had her
on the cover. It’s that picture of her where she’s smiling and she’s wearing that puffy gown
and she’s got a gold tooth and a dice for a ring and she’s holding a big arch top guitar. And
I was like, wow, who is this? So I basically raced home and played it. And I swear from the
first note of the first line of the first song, I was just floored. She changed my life, and
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I realized there was a woman out there
who’d done all these things decades and
decades before I was ever even born, that
she’d been out there touring around and
writing songs and playing lead guitar.
And man, that just made me feel like
there was a friend out there. She always
made me feel like I had a friend, a
companion, or somebody that I could lean
on because let’s face it, it’s different for
women. And it’s good to know that there
are these people that had this fortitude and
this courage to go and blaze these trails
for us. It really meant everything for me
to discover Memphis Minnie. I still play
her songs now. She’s always in my show
in some way. I always try to acknowledge
her and her effect on me.
Art Tipaldi: What were some of the
reasons that there was an almost 12-year
hiatus between New Used Car and 2018’s
The Ice Queen.
Sue Foley: I believe by the time I made
New Used Car, I’d been on the road and
recording my own albums on a pretty
steady schedule for almost an album every 18 months to two years, and then touring and
touring in different bands, but mostly touring a sort of guitar-style show, back-to-back, year
after year. And I think by the end of New Used Car, which I think was 2007, I was just ready
for a change. I started to do some collaborative projects, and I did several collaborative
projects and that just ate up the time. I also started working on a book. And I was raising my
son. Time just kind of took over at some point, and I got distracted. I also didn’t miss doing
my own albums for a while. I needed a break. I needed to hit the refresh, get some new ideas.
So that’s what that time was for.
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Art Tipaldi: How long have you been living in Austin? What made you move there?
Sue Foley: I’ve been back in Austin about three-and-a-half years. I’ve been coming back for
five years, five-and-a-half years. Basically, I left at the end of the ‘90s when I got pregnant,
and I moved home to have my son, raise my son. He grew up, went to college, and I ended up
moving back. And that’s the short story, I guess. But it was nice when I came back. I realized
there were a lot of the same musicians around. Lou Ann Barton’s still here, Derek O’Brien,

Mike Flanigin, Jimmie Vaughan’s still
here. So it just seemed like the community
was still alive. There were still some great
players I wanted to connect with, and I
just felt great to come back.
Art Tipaldi: How different is the blues
scene today from 30 years ago?
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Sue Foley: The biggest difference in
the blues scene now is that all of those
legends passed away. That’s huge. That
was basically the last group of people
that were really tied to the invention
of the music. So what we have left are
interpreters of the invention. I suppose
there are still people reinventing the form,
and that’s always very exciting. I think
there are some young people coming into
blues now, which is really exciting. I think
blues will just keep going, obviously,
because it’s just great music and people
love it. And people don’t even know that
they love it. They don’t even know what
blues is sometimes, and they hear it and
they don’t even realize what it is, but they
love it. I just think it’s the best music ever.

So it’ll always keep going.
But the biggest difference is all our heroes passed away. At this point, I guess the main
guy that’s still here is Buddy Guy, and there’s a few more, but when we’ve lost all those
people, including B.B. King, that really took a big toll on the scene because when we were
out on the scene as young artists, B.B. King, John Lee, Buddy Guy, Albert Collins, Koko
Taylor, Etta James, I mean, these were giants and you did not mess around. These people
really would take you to task. This was some heavy stuff. And it’s not to say what’s around
now isn’t heavy and doesn’t hold the same way. But I guess for me, maybe it’s lost a lot just
because those wonderful artists have passed on, but we’re still here. And we all have our own
unique message to spin on this, so long live the blues.
Art Tipaldi: Can you talk about the current influence of Mike Flanigin and Jimmie Vaughan?
Sue Foley: Mike Flanigin and I are old friends. We were both young musicians in the sort of
the Clifford Antone’s young protégés way back in the day, when I was just starting out here
in Austin, Mike Flanigin was here. He played with the Red Devils on guitar. He was

friends with the Moeller Brothers. We were all friends with the Moeller Brothers, the Keller
Brothers, and then Doyle Bramhall II was also our friend. We all came up together. So Mike
Flanigin and I are old friends. We all hung out together when we were kids. So when I came
back, it was just a great comfort that he was still here. Over that time, he turned into this
great B-3 player. And I came to connect with him because of his album, The Drifter, that he
had put out on his own. And I was just really impressed with what he did. And I was most
impressed with how great his album sounded. So that’s why I contacted him. And that’s why
we started working together because so I was like, “Your album sounds so great.”
And then he started talking to me and saying, “Well, what are you up to?” And I said,
“Oh, I’ve written some songs. I’m doing this and doing that.” He said, “Well, let me hear
them.” And then when he heard them, he said, “You got to record this in Texas. You got to
come back to Austin and do this album.” So I said, “I will if you produce it.” And that started
the whole ball rolling. Mike was in Jimmie Vaughan’s band at the time and played with
Jimmie and Billy Gibbons and was good friends with Chris “Whipper” Layton and Charlie
Sexton. So he got all those guys on my album The Ice Queen and brought me back into the
fold because he said, “You have to come back to Austin. Antone’s just reopened at a new
location. You got to come back. They need you here.” So it just felt like old home week.
And I came back. After Jimmie Vaughan came into the sessions, and I got to know
Jimmie a bit and I started going down to their shows and sometimes I’d sit in, I became
friendly with Jimmie and I just love him to death. I can’t say enough about Jimmie Vaughan.
I’ve loved Jimmie Vaughan since I was 16 years old and I first saw him play live. I was
flabbergasted and I still am. I’m still a huge fan. I love his playing. I love his approach.
He’s inimitable. He’s just himself. He’s got so much style and he just has an approach to
guitar playing that’s completely his own. And he sounds so good. And he still has this really
innocent way of thinking about music. He’s very childlike in his approach, and yet he is still
passionate and driven. So it’s just really inspiring to know somebody like that.
Art Tipaldi: How is your newest CD, Pinky’s Blues, different from The Ice Queen?
Sue Foley: Pinky’s Blues is quite different from The Ice Queen. The Ice Queen was sort of
conceptual. It was really song-oriented. I had played the songs for Mike Flanigin, and he
treated them all sort of differently. We used different bands for each song. We used different
approaches. Some of it was done on nylon strings and acoustics. Some of it was small groups,
some of it was with horns. We kind of ran the gamut on that album and I really love that
album. I’m really proud of it. With Pinky’s Blues, I did something completely different. We
just wanted to do a stripped-down, blues guitar album, and it was Mike who had the idea to
call it Pinky’s Blues. He said, “Call it Pinky’s Blues and just turn up your guitar.” My guitar
is named Pinky. He said, “Turn up Pinky and just let it rip.”
And at the time we recorded this last year, we couldn’t get together in big groups. We
weren’t seeing a lot of people. So the album is real intimate. As far as the players, it’s one
group, me, Chris Layton on drums and John Penner on bass. John was my first bass player.
He came into the fold to come back to this album and come back to playing blues after being
with Junior Brown for well over a decade, but he was off, too. He wasn’t playing much.

So he came down, and we all reconnected.
It was old home week again. And of course,
John knew Mike Flanigin from way back.
And so everybody got along really well.
We recorded it live in three days.
Whereas The Ice Queen took much
longer. We took our time with The Ice
Queen. This was like, let’s just bang it
out. Let’s just bang out a great blues
record. It’s all done live. It’s all live off
the floor. Everything’s bleeding into each
other. I didn’t redo guitar solos. I didn’t
redo vocals. Everything you here is live,
live, live. And I’m really proud of that.
It’s going to be really fun going on the
road and playing this album because I can
actually pull everything off live. With The
Ice Queen, we had so many arrangements
and so many instruments on some things, I
couldn’t pull off some of those songs live,
but this one, it’s completely the opposite.
I can play everything because I did it live
in the studio.
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Art Tipaldi: I noticed that The Ice Queen
was all but one original, but Pinky’s Blue
is mostly covers. What made you choose the covers that you did?
Sue Foley: I just handpicked songs that I was really into. We weren’t really trying to do
anything specific as far as everything has to be all-original or this has to be this or that.
We just said let’s just pick great songs. Let’s dig into Texas blues. So we’re pulling out
Frankie Lee Sims, Clarence “Gatemouth” Brown, Lavelle White, and Angela Strehli songs,
just songs I really love and just trying to do them justice and make it them my own. So that’s
all we did. And then the few that I wrote, I was real happy with, too. And what we wanted to
do is just put the strongest stuff on there, like you were just putting a set together for a show,
and you just want to put everything really strong out there for a great show. So that’s kind of
what we did.
Art Tipaldi: I’ve always enjoyed your vocals. You never sing or scream to convey emotion.
Explain where you learned your unique vocal style.
Sue Foley: I think one of my favorite vocalists is T-Bone Walker and I just love the way he
just sort of talks everything in conversational manner. I’ve listened to a lot of great vocalists,
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but I never felt like I was the kind that could scream or yell. I don’t have that kind of voice.
So I’ve kind of learned to work with the voice that I have.
Art Tipaldi: In 2007, we talked about your immense project to publish a book called Guitar
Woman. Is that project still in the works? Is there a date you were looking to have it published?
Can you tell our readers about the vision of that project? How many women are you planning
to feature?
Sue Foley: Yes, the project is still in the works, and I’m actually getting closer to finishing
it. In 2001, I started a process of interviewing my fellow female guitar players, and I didn’t
really know what I was doing or what I was aiming for. I figured I would compile a book at
some point. But over the years, as you can see now it’s taken me over 20 years, I realized it
was a bigger project than I had thought at the beginning. I did over a hundred interviews in
about a ten-year period and then I got distracted with other projects, with touring. I was also
raising my son and there was just a lot going on. I ended up doing at least two drafts of the
book, and I wasn’t happy with it, but I’m on my third draft, and I think I’m honing in on it.
So stay tuned for that in the next year-and-a-half or so. That’s the next big one coming.
Art Tipaldi: How has the research into those women’s lives affected you in your own career?
Sue Foley: My intention was to talk to these women to find answers about my own life. So
there’s a really reflective element to this book. I’m really excited about it. I think it’s going
to be an unusual biography/autobiography, but I was really jazzed about just learning about
their lives and applying some of their wisdom to my own. That’s about all I can give away at

this point, but there will be a lot more to come.
Art Tipaldi: If you haven’t addressed it yet, can you address the challenges that motherhood
has had on your career?
Sue Foley: Motherhood has made my life miraculous. That’s all I can say. I guess it’s been
a challenge, too. My son is 24 now, so I feel like we’re almost on the same wavelength at
this point. I still am his mother, obviously, but he’s a grown man, and he’s turned into such a
great human being. I’m just so proud of him. So I’m just so glad that I took that journey and
had a child.
In the looking back, I wish maybe I would’ve had another, but time and circumstances
didn’t allow. I was just too busy traveling. There were challenges with traveling. That was
probably the biggest one because of how I make my living. And that’s something, when I
talked to a lot of these women that I interviewed, I was very curious about because that is an
experience that is unique to women in general is how do you manage traveling on the road
or keeping these balls in the air or playing an instrument or being out there and have a child.
It is a challenge, but it’s a worthwhile one. And I’m just so glad that I did it. I can’t imagine
having not done it. It really fulfilled my life. And it also gave me more depth as a human
being, which makes me a better musician and makes me be able to approach my music in a
way that has more empathy and hits what they call the universal theme that draws people in
and makes us all understand each other. - BMO
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ALBUM REVIEW
AL BASILE
B’s Testimony
Sweetspot

+++ NEWS +++ NEWS +++ NEWS +++ NEWS +++

S

weetspot is the name of singer/songwriter/
cornetist Al Basile’s label and he’s been releasing
a string of fine albums since 1998. Basile is a modern
Renaissance Man and the first person to receive
a Master’s degree from Brown University’s writing
program. In addition to being an original member of
Roomful of Blues and a sideman for his friend Duke
Robillard, Basile is a published author and poet, has
taught lyric writing, and taught English, music, and
physics at a Rhode Island high school for 25 years.
Until recently, I thought he was the only cornetist
in the blues until I discovered Longineu “Dr. Neu”
Parsons of the Florida-based blues/funk/jazz group
21 Blue. The smaller cornet has a sweeter, more
mellow sound than a trumpet, and I’ve loved its sound since I first heard the legendary
jazz cornetists Henry “Red’ Allen and Bix Beiderbecke as a young boy (my late father
was a serious jazz fan).
Basile has eight BMA nominations for best horn player and said this about his
latest album: “It’s the most complete involvement I’ve ever had, from writing the songs
to arranging and rehearsing the guys, to singing and playing, to mixing and mastering,
and the look and design of the CD.” The “guys” are veteran New England stalwarts
Bruce Bears (keyboards), Jeff “Doc” Chanonhouse (trumpet), Brad Hallen (bass),
Doug James (tenor sax), Mark Teixeira (drums), and a very special ingredient from the
West Coast on guitar, Kid Andersen. Andersen’s stellar fretwork is one of the album’s
highlights.
The 13 originals are either finely crafted blues, soul or soul-blues. Basile provides
the lyrics and commentary on each song in the accompanying booklet. Basile’s smooth,
straight-ahead vocals are heard on all tracks and at times he reminds me of Sugar
Ray Norcia and Duke Robillard; maybe it’s a New England thing. Basile is joined by
Mississippi vocalist Shy Perry on the good advice ballad “One Day At A Time.” The
jazzy strains of his soulful cornet playing are also heard throughout.
Everything about this enjoyable album is high quality. Personal favorites are “If
All It Took Was Wishing” with a groove reminiscent of Rosco Gordon’s “Just A Little Bit,”
“Through Thick And Thin” evocative of Albert King’s Stax Records glory days, and the
wry stop-time blues “I Oughta Be Your Monkey” inspired by Tampa Red’s “She Wants
To Sell My Monkey.” Fans of Al Basile will want B’s Testimony, a contender for Album of
the Year. For those unfamiliar with this great artist, B’s Testimony is an excellent place
to start and guaranteed to hit your auditory sweetspot.
 Thomas J. Cullen III

“Little Black Flies represents a passing
of the baton to a bandleader that many
credit for reinvigorating the South’s
proud roots scene.“
American Blues Scene

EDDIE 9V
LITTLE BLACK FLIES
RUF 1288

BLUES CARAVAN 2020

Jeremiah Johnson, Whitney Shay
& Ryan Perry
RUF 1286

“Every Blues Caravan tour has a fresh vibe, a
dizzying chemistry and plenty of sparks. With exciting blues artists like Jeremiah Johnson, Ryan
Perry, and Whitney Shay, you’ve got a trio of big
talent poised to blast the roof off every single
venue they perform in.” – Rock & Blues Muse
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ALBUM REVIEW
ADAM SCHULTZ
Social Distancing
Blue Heart

M

entored by Scranton’s finest Clarence Spady,
18-year-old NYC native Adam Schultz is yet
another young guitar phenom to emerge in the
last decade who provides hope for the future of
the blues. However, Schultz does not consider
himself primarily a blues artist as indicated by his
statement in the liner notes: “I cover a lot of bases
with what I play. There’s definitely an element of
funk, soul, jazz. I couldn’t classify myself as just a
blues guy.”
The six covers and five originals clearly support
his statement on his auspicious debut. Recorded
in 2019 and 2020 and co-produced by Schultz’s
father Douglas and Spady, who contributes guitar
throughout and vocals on six tracks. Schultz does not sing as of yet. Other vocalists
are Michael Angelo (four tracks) and Ekat Pereyra (one track). The versatile support
is provided by drummer Sharon O’Connell, percussionist Pat Marcinko, saxophonist
Tom Hamilton, bassists Adam Cohen and Jon Ventre (two tracks), pianist Scott
Brown, and organ/pianist Robert O’Connell (two tracks).
Most of the covers were suggested by Spady and span the 1920s to the 1970s.
They include Roosevelt Sykes’ “44 Blues,” Louis Jordan’s “Early In The Mornin’,”
Little Walter’s “Who Told You,” Ricky Allen’s “Cut You Loose,” Tyrone Davis’ “Can I
Change My Mind,” and Johnny “Guitar” Watson’s “A Real Mother For Ya” with lyrics
just as relevant today as they were in 1977. These tunes are familiar to many fans,
yet despite their familiarity it’s an impressive list for the young man who is currently
attending Amherst College. His five solid originals demonstrate great promise and
are all on the soul side. Angelo’s smooth vocals are heard on “Cure For The Blues,”
“Toxic Medicine,” “Harlem Tonight,” and “Good Conversation,” which was also
recorded by Spady on his acclaimed Nola Blue album Surrender from earlier in 2020
with Schultz guesting on guitar. Pereya’s sweetly ethereal vocals are heard on the
gently rolling “Have Some Faith.”
I hear a plethora of influences (too numerous to name check) in Schultz’s
tasteful less is more approach, and he seems closer to jazz at times than blues,
which is fine for this life long fan of blues and the aforementioned genres. The
standout cover for me is Watson’s slinky “A Real Mother For You”; favorite original
is the soul-blues shuffle-bump “Cure For The Blues.” Kudos to Spady for bringing
Adam Schultz into the spotlight. Social Distancing will be a contender for Best Debut
of 2021.
– Thomas J. Cullen III
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ALBUM REVIEW
CLINT MORGAN
Troublemaker
Lost Cause

BELOVED NEW ORLEANS FOLK ROCK DIVA

T

he third album from the gifted singer/
songwriter/pianist from rural Washington State
is a seamless, rootsy collection of blues, gospel,
rock, and other Americana influences. It is the
most pleasant surprise of 2021 and destined to
be on my Top Ten list. Morgan co-produced his
highly entertaining album with Kevin McKendree
(best known for his work with Delbert McClinton).
McKendree contributes piano, organ, electric piano,
percussion, and guitar as well. Dual keyboards are
in the mix for most of the album. The rhythm section
of drummer Kenneth Blevins and bassists Tom Pell
and David Santos anchors the exceptional cast of
musicians with guitar provided by Bob Margolin, John Del Toro Richardson, and
Doug Lancio. Bob Corritore provides exquisite Sonny Boy-styled harp on two of the
blues tracks.
Morgan’s sardonic, often hilarious lyrics are reminiscent of Mose Allison and
Reverend Billy C. Wirtz. His dry, laconic vocals at times invoke Johnny Cash (he covers
Cash’s “Big River,” which surprisingly segues into “What I Say”); however, Morgan’s
vocals often made me think of Country Dick Montana (the Beat Farmers) and Ray
Benson (Asleep at the Wheel) although not as sonorous. At times Morgan talk-sings
his lyrics. Other covers are the gospel standards “Go Down, Moses” (featuring the
McCrary sisters), Willie Nelson’s “The Troublemaker” based on “The Old Rugged
Cross,” and “Cover Of Living Blues,” a parody of “Cover Of Rolling Stone” the megahit by Dr. Hook and the Medicine Show that was penned by Shel Silverstein; there
are two versions with guest vocals by Bob Margolin and Watermelon Slim.
Favorite tunes are the country rock/blues mash up “Hangman Woman” (“I got
a hangman woman keeps my heart in a noose”), traditional country with “Somebody
Put A Walmart On The Farm” featuring shared vocals with Kinky Friedman, the
swampy “I’ll Love You If I Want To,” and a languidly funky “Too Rich To Sing the
Blues” (“I could play like Pinetop Perkins, but I live like Howard Hughes”). On the
serious side there’s a tale of lost love with “Echoes” and a droning tale of devastation
with “Hurricane Harvey.” Troublemaker is a fantastic introduction to a talented artist
deserving of wider recognition.
 Thomas J. Cullen III

LILLI LEWIS'
AMERICANA
OCT. 29TH

Featuring:
"My American Heart,"
"Wrecking Ball" and Seattle
Blues Legend Lady A on the
gospel instant classic
"A Healing Inside."

""Like listening to light.""
- Mandy Patinkin

Dennis Jones’ 7th Original Album

Soft Hard & Loud
Coming October 2020

New Single Like Sheep
September 2020 Release
”Though certainly aware of how Hendrix
burned the midnight lamp,
Jones is his own man.”
— Frank-John-Hadley, Downbeat Magazine
IBC 2004 Winner in Memphis
as part of Zac Harmon Band
3 years as lead guitarist with
Brian O’Neal and The Busboys
(Boys are Back in Town)

Booking/tour info and more at dennisjonescentral.com

ALBUM REVIEW
SCOTT SHARRARD
Rustbelt
Immediate Family Records

F

or nine years as Gregg Allman’s lead guitarist
and musical director, Scott Sharrard lived and
breathed Southern rhythm & blues like few have.
But Sharrard’s unique jazz, blues, and rock ‘n’ roll
pedigree traces back a long way to the cities he grew
up in along America’s rust belt. Settling in New York
24 years ago, he fell in with a group of roots players
linked to Levon Helm, and most recently, joined Little
Feat, a serendipitous but very fitting move as he
cites the late Lowell George as a primary inspiration.
Locked down in New York City and Woodstock,
Sharrard cut Rustbelt, his sixth solo album. On it,
his experiences, inspirations, and artistry coalesce
in assured, stunning fashion. Great guitarists are
a dime-a-dozen. Gifted guitar stylists that adapt to shifting settings, write absorbing
songs, and sing them in a voice like the smoothest of grits smothered in red-eye gravy,
are a rarity.
Unlike the Memphis and Alabama soul that formed the basis of his previous
album, Saving Grace, as well as Allman’s final, FAME-cut Southern Blood on which
he played a major role, Rustbelt’s vibrancy lies across a spectrum of styles. Not until
the end does Sharrard take a dip into the Southern soul pool, by way of a full-blooded
performance of Tommy Tate’s “I Ain’t Gonna Worry.”
Although Sharrard’s nine new songs, ten, counting the adventurous title
instrumental’s reprise, cover extensive ground, they’re all easily appealing and robust in
sound, driven by his touring combo and several notable guests. “Bad News,” a fat, funky
rocker with a Delta bent, opens the album in catchy-as-hell fashion. When Sharrard hits
a “Hey baby!” in voice like John Hiatt at his most soulful, he follows it up with two full
minutes of sweaty guitar. “On The Run Again” changes the pace to a medium-soulful
gait. Full of sweeping piano, weeping slide guitar, and gorgeous Catherine Russell-led
backing vocals, it recalls Jackson Browne in his prime.
“Michigan Sunset,” written about a friend of his dad, who went to Vietnam as a
conscientious objector and did not come home, reveals cold, hard truths amid delicate,
intense folk balladry. Levon’s daughter, Amy Helm, adds mournful backing vocals to
it, and Little Feat’s Billy Payne provides stout piano. Later, in a roundabout way, “Too
Many Losers” strikes at the cause of the pain related in “Michigan Sunset,” providing
relief by way of a bebop ride in the vein of jazz great Grant Green.
Closing ideally with a meandering, rickety, solo blues take on Dr. John’s “A Losing
Battle,” Rustbelt altogether resounds with personality, reflection, and effervescent flavor.
– Tom Clarke

ALBUM REVIEW
JOHNNY RAWLS
Best Of Johnny Rawls
Catfood Records

I

f you have no Johnny Rawls in your
collection, this collection is a great
place to start to get tuned in to this
innovative singer-songwriter-guitaristbandleader. The late soul-blues singer
Otis Clay is a guest on two tracks and
to be sure, Clay had an influence on the
young Johnny Rawls.
High points include the strong opening
numbers, “Red Cadillac” and “Memphis Still
Got Soul.” Rawls is in fine voice throughout this well-mixed album, as it
was recorded in several studios and compiled from his many releases
on the Catfood label and put into this compilation. He includes a cover
of the Temptations’ “What Becomes Of The Broken Hearted” and a
good social message song, “Tiger In A Cage,” about the hard realities
of inner-city joblessness and the need for some sweeping reforms in
America’s prison system. Eighty percent of America’s prisoners do get
released, so we may as well be reforming them rather than housing
them like tigers in cages, yes? At what cost to taxpayers?
Great horn sections and great arrangements back Rawls on
most tracks, and Clay’s vocal contributions on “Into Something” and
his take on the Temptations’ “What Becomes Of The Broken Hearted”
are welcome additions to this finely crafted album. Most of these
tracks were produced by a veteran blues and blues-rock producer,
Jim Gaines, in Memphis.
– Richard J. Skelly

ALBUM REVIEW
TIFFANY POLLACK
Bayou Liberty
Nola Blue

A

native of New Orleans, songstress Tiffany
Pollack has been musically inclined since
childhood and has been performing for almost
15 years. She collaborated with her cousin,
singer/guitarist Eric Johanson, on 2019’s Blues
In My Blood, an album that introduced her to
the wider blues world and won several awards.
Bayou Liberty is her first solo album. It was
recorded in Memphis and produced by awardwinning soul blues singer John Nemeth, who
contributes his adapt harmonica playing on one
track. Pollack plays ukulele and slide guitar and
is supported by guitarist Brandon Brunious,
saxophonist Christopher Johnson, drummer Ian Petillo, and bassist Stoo
Odom, with some additional pedal steel by Eric Lewis.
No slouch as a songwriter, Pollack has penned all 12 tracks of the set,
which begins with “Spit On Your Grave,” a slow blues showcasing nice interplay
between Nemeth and Brunious. The latter shines again on its successor track,
“Colors,” with Johnson’s sax prodding the tune along, and the pace increases
incrementally with the jazzy shuffle “Crawfish And Beer,” Pollack’s ukulele
emerging in the mix. Farther on in the set are two 12-bar outings, “Devil And
The Darkness” and “Sassy Bitch,” which hew closely to the blues tradition.
The set’s penultimate song, “Livin’ For Me,” is built on the basic riff of the jazz/
blues classic “Work Song,” (composed by the late cornetist Nat Adderley and
covered by such disparate performers as the Paul Butterfield Blues Band and
Nina Simone). Both Brunious and Johnson ride that riff as Pollack parlays a
zesty vocal.
Although Bayou Liberty is a blues album, three tracks: “Mountain,”
“Hourglasses,” and “Baby Boys,” are definitely in the realm of pure country
music. On those cuts Pollack deploys melisma, trills, and a wide vocal range
more characteristic of the melodramatic country music genre. That tendency
reaches its apex in the set’s last track, “Do It Yourself,” with all those vocal
maneuvers and some rap-like stanzas as well. It sounds as if Pollack is
attempting to hit every note on the chromatic musical scale. Each listener will
need to decide if the result is powerfully moving or overly histrionic.
– Dan Stevens

ALBUM REVIEW
VARIOUS ARTISTS
Party For Joey: A Sweet Relief Tribute To Joey Spampinato
True North Records
RBQ – that is, the New Rhythm and Blues
Quartet, but known to fans as The Q – has
been around since the days of Lyndon Johnson.
The band began in Louisville and signed
with Columbia Records with no less than Ed
Kramer (Jimi Hendrix’s favorite) engineering
the recording. That first album didn’t sell,
and the subsequent 21 studio and dozen live
ones haven’t burned up charts either. But that
NRBQ has lasted this long and put out so many
recordings says something: It’s the premier
American cult band.
Co-founder Joey Spampinato – bass
player, songwriter, and all-round likable guy – is the subject of a 14-song tribute,
Party For Joey, offered by musical friends to help pay for medical needs. Keith
Richards is on it (legend has it he wanted Joey for the Stones when Bill Wyman
quit), along with Los Lobos, Charlie Musselwhite, Benmont Tench, Peter Case,
Bonnie Raitt, and a host of other respected musicians. It’s a project of Sweet
Relief, which helps ailing artists with medical bills.
Party For Joey opens with Joey’s former bandmate Big Al Anderson
playing the first of 14 songs written by Spampinato. Anderson has been
working in Nashville since quitting NRBQ in the ‘90s but hasn’t forgotten how
to crank up wattage for a NRBQ raver. His take on Joey’s “You Can’t Hide”
has a running time of only 129 seconds but it’s pure adrenaline. Same with the
Minus 5’s “Don’t She Look Good” and Peter Case’s “Don’t Knock At My Door.”
Not quite as thunderous are “Like A Locomotive” (Keith Richards, Ben
Harper, Benmont Tench, Charlie Musselwhite, Don Was, and Don Heffington),
Bonnie Raitt’s “Green Lights,” and Los Lobo’s “Every Boy Every Girl.”
Contributions from She & Him (Zooey Deschanel and M. Ward), Buddy Miller
and Jim Lauderdale together, and Steve Forbert throttle the pace back a bit on
their contributions. Then there is Penn and Teller’s predictably strange “Plenty
Of Somethin’,” which I don’t need to hear again. But 13 out of 14 tracks make
the cut, and Joey deserves a lot more good parties.
– Bill Wasserzieher
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VizzTone Label Release

Chris BadNews Barnes

“

BADNEWS RISING is exactly what we all need to bring us out
of these crazy times. The deep driving rhythm combined with

”

his witty, bawdy lyrics will both provoke and entertain and
have you singing along despite your better judgment!

- AMERICAN BLUES SCENE
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